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Abstract: Consumer is uncertain of the wisdom of his decision; he rethinks his decision in post purchase stage .Consumer
may become dissonant (inharmonious) over a purchase decision as a result of discrepancy between consumers decision and
consumer's prior evaluation. Cognitive decision is the phrase we give to the state of unease which exist in the consumer
mind after buying a product or service. It happens when a consumer is unsure of their purchasing decision in post purchase
stage. Post purchase Cognitive Dissonance is due to variation or discrepancy between what consumer initially thought of
them .This article explores the implications of cognitive Dissonance or various aspects of consumer buying behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Post Purchase Cognitive Dissonance plays a role in many value, judgment, decisions and evaluation. Cognitive Dissonance
occurs when tension arises between a person's attitude or belief and a decision that contradicts those pre-existing modes of
thinking. Cognitive Dissonance is a term coined by Leon Festinger in the year 1957. The psychological phenomenon also
occurs when a person chooses between two equally attractive or equally unappealing options. According to business dictionary
website the most common example of cognitive dissonance is the occurrence of buyer's remorse. This happens when a
consumer make a decision to purchase an item and shortly after experience guilt over choices wondering if the other equally
appealing item might have brought greater satisfaction. A high level of post purchase dissonance is negatively related to the
level of satisfaction which the consumer draws out of the product usage. To reduce post purchase dissonance consumer may
sometime even return or exchange this product as it leads to motivations to reduce dissonance.
Cognitive Dissonance was derived from two basic principles:
1. Dissonance is uncomfortable and will motivate the person to reduce it.
2. Individuals experiencing dissonance will avoid situations that produce more dissonance.
II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

To determine the extent of post purchase behavior
To identify behavior factors that creates cognitive dissonance in consumer buying.
Marketing Implications.
To reveal problem and identify solutions.
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III. THEORY OF LEON FESTINGER

According to Leon theory 'There is tendency for individuals to seek consistency among their cognitive (i.e. belief and
opinions) where there is an inconsistency between attitudes or behavior (dissonance)'Something must change to eliminate the
dissonance in case of discrepancy between attitude and behavior it is most likely that attitude will change to accommodate the
behavior.
Two factors that eliminate cognitive dissonance are:
To reduce the Importance of dissonance belief.
Add more consonant belief that outweigh the dissonant belief and change the dissonant belief so that they are no longer
consistent.
Leon Festinger described the basis hypothesis of cognitive Dissonance:


The existence of dissonance being psychologically uncomfortable will motivate the person to try to reduce the
dissonance and achieve consonance (or consistency).



When dissonance is present, in addition to trying to reduce it, the person will actively avoid situations and inform
which would likely to increase the dissonance.

The theory of cognitive dissonance is one of the group of cybernetic theories, all of which begin with same, premise people
are most comfortable with consistency (Heider, 1946).The evolution of the theory of cognitive dissonance seems to have
developed with notion that people are more comfortable with consistency than inconsistency and try to resist avoid or change
the contradictory information and knowledge.
IV. CAUSES OF POST PURCHASE COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
1.

The consumer abruptly realizes that there are better alternatives in the place of investment than they have already
made.

For Example: The consumer suddenly looks around and realizes that instead of unsuitable green sweater that they have
brought, they might as well change their decision and consider a blue sweater instead that is on the shelves of that same shop.
However there will be more critical of shopping choices they have made and due to freedom given to their mind they can
rapidly switch decision and opt for another item or another sweater if they want to.
2.

Very often a customer is committed to purchase because that is what their shopping partner wishes them to stay
committed to.

In situations where no pressure is applied, there will be no issue with refunds or shopping partner is supportive of customer
is alone they can freely make their own decision and choice and discrepancies will be more evident in customers behavior and
decision pre or post purchase.
3.

Other causes
Perceived Risk
Performance Risk
Physical Risk(Wear out)
High Financial Commitment
Social Visibility
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Discrepant Information
Insufficient time to evaluate

But most of the purchases are followed by product use, even if post purchase dissonance is present.
V. MARKETING IMPLICATIONS
Dissonance in Marketing causes a conflict or tension within a consumer considering a product purchase. This is usually an
uncomfortable feeling for the consumer and usually leads to the buyers taking her money elsewhere or experiencing remorse
over the purchase. Marketers seek to eliminate dissonance and encourage positive emotions while purchasing their product. This
leads to longer lasting business relationship and raises the chances of repeat purchases in future.
According to Du Plessis and Rousseau (2003:121), Cognitive post purchase response is very important to marketers and
businesses. Positive responses confirm successful marketing strategies. Negative responses provide guidelines provide
guidelines for corrective actions. Most important However, is the fact that post purchase response might indicate consumer level
of involvement with their purchases .Post Purchase response also influenced by economic Factors, greater the economic risk
involved in the decision and the more intense the level of post purchase satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Cognitive dissonance in Marketing is most likely to occur after a consumer makes a purchase. Products or services that
involve a high level of commitment contain a greater risk for dissonance. Examples of products with high levels of commitment
include homes, vehicles and luxury vacations. Consumers may also experience dissonance prior to making a purchase. Smallbusiness owners should be aware of why dissonance happens and ways they can help reduce it.
Thus, marketers need to recognize the role of promotion in general and of their advertising in particular in the post purchase
period. That is why marketers should keep in touch with the consumer after the sale and build a relationship that goes beyond
the sales transaction.
VI. WAYS TO REDUCE DISSONANCE
The creation and establishment of psychological consistency allows the person afflicted with cognitive dissonance to lessen
his or her mental stress by actions that reduce the magnitude of the dissonance, realized either by changing with, or buy
justifying against, or by being indifferent to existential contradiction that is inducing the, mental stress, In practice, people
reduce the magnitude of their cognitive Dissonance in the following ways:
 Change the behavior or the cognition
 Justify the behavior of cognition, by changing the conflicting organization
 Justify the behavior by adding new cognitions
 Ignore or deny information than conflict with existing belief.
 The customer can also seek to gain more information about the current choice which they feel so bad about.
 The customer can consider their other options; for instance the customer suddenly feels uneasy as he/she realizes that
they can just purchase another coat or return a dress they now consider to be unfit.
 Warranties and after sales communication.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusions from the studies discussed above it can be inferred that post purchase dissonance proves to be successful
pertaining to communication and social psychology. Lestinger's theory is consistent will people's action change in different
situations; if an individual belief and views are not consistent with an action or idea it creates dissonances .As demonstrated in
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the study if a person action are not consistent towards a shared societal belief; it creates psychological tension, dissonance, in
turn the person will disregard their ideas in order to become less dissonant. While researching experiments that include
cognitive dissonance theory or post purchase dissonance I found variety of studies; to how people view marketing techniques.
Dissonance will continue to occur as long as there are people with different belief, Value and ideas.
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